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Name: Date: __/__/20__

It required all his self-mastery to avoid _____________ himself by look or
tone, but he was so natural that Myrtle was thrown wholly off her guard.
1.

(betray)

betraying

He did not know what had become of them; they had gone away to avoid
_____________ their rent, and left this boy to shift for himself.
2.

(pay)paying

He said the child moaned, kept on _____________ and he stood admiring
it.
3.

(moan)
moaning

Cautiously avoid _____________ in one house any follies or faults you
may hear or see in another.
4.

(relate)
relating

And you keep on _____________ up and up until you are worn out.5.
(plunge)

plunging

The merchant's daughter at first did not answer; but, as he kept on
_____________ to her, she finally asked him what it was that he wanted.
6.

(call)
calling

They laughed and tried to speak and kept on _____________ at one
another with delighted eyes: it was so glorious and so unexpected to meet
again like this.

7.

(look)

looking

He enjoys _____________ its prosperity and its advancement, as he thinks
that this is his work.
8.

(see)
seeing

Still, I couldn't resist _____________ a couple of days to run up here and
see you all.
9.

(steal)
stealing

Yet if it involved _____________ her promises, she would understand
how to wrap herself in her innocence.
10.

(keep)
keeping

The discipline of his school is excellent, but on a given day there will
come, as it were, a mood over the boys which makes it impossible for them,
try as they will, to avoid _____________.

11.

(sink)sinking
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Indeed, it was a marvel that the defenders kept on _____________ as
long as they did.
12.

(fight)
fighting

That is how I explain her _____________ me the crucifix.13. (give)giving

He gave up _____________ so much about the other packing after a
while, for he found his own took all his time and attention.
14.

(think)
thinking

Their desire to avoid _____________ the attention of the workmen
caused them to move noiselessly, consequently he was ignorant of the fact
that they were in the mine.

15.

(attract)

attracting

There are many hunters willing to risk _____________ the shot, but few
who care to hold the shell.
16.

(take)
taking

A railroad can ask for public aid; but fancy him _____________ public aid
to open and settle up his private lands!
17.

(ask)
asking

Give me your checks and your house number, and then we'll take a car,
unless you wouldn't mind _____________.
18.

(walk)walking

I haven't copied my poem yet, and I haven't had a minute to practice
_____________ it for the last two weeks.
19.

(read)reading

To attempt suggests _____________, if the thing is not accomplished at a
stroke; to try implies using other means and studying out other ways if not at
first successful.

20.

(give up)

giving up
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